
ISSUE SOLUTION

No air bubbles entering system or pool
Clean filter then adjust airflow needle 
valve

Filter empties and pump loses prime Replace check valve fitting at strainer pot

Light bulb does not light
Check power to the ClearO3, if you have 
power and the bulb still doesn’t light up, 
turn off the power and replace the bulb.

BULB REPLACEMENT
INSTALLATION MANUAL 

NOTE: Ozone production from direct UV light will decline over time. UV bulbs continue 
to illuminate after they stop producing an effective level of ozone to clean your pool 
water. To make sure your pool continues to receive all the benefits of ozone, Paramount 
recommends that you replace your bulb every three (3) years or 13,000 operating hours.

Turn off power at main source before making any electrical 
connections or servicing the unit.

UV light produced by this unit is harmful to the eyes and may cause blindness! Do 
not look directly at a lit bulb!

 WARNING

 The ballast resets instantly on restoration of power. When the lamp restarts, it will light 
up orange first then turn blue in about 10 seconds. If the UV bulb still does not illuminate 
1-800-621-5886 and ask for customer service for further instructions.
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REPLACING UV BULB
DO NOT TOUCH THE GLASS, HANDLE BY CERAMIC ENDS OF BULB

Turn the power off to filtration system 
pump at circuit breaker. Remove three 
screws in left end side cap labeled 
“electrical connections”. 

Remove and throw away the old 
gasket. Make sure new gasket is 
in place on replacement bulb. Align 
with key and slide into hole until bulb is 
completely into unit. 

Press plug onto light bulb. Replace 
side cap and three screws. Turn on 
power to filtration system pump. 

Remove side cap. Grasp light bulb plug 
and pull light out about one inch. 

Pull light bulb free from Clear O3 unit.Remove plug from light bulb. 

Check glow tube on the left front of the Clear O3. A light blue light 
indicates lamp is lit and the unit is producing ozone.

Replace 
old gasket


